A front profile view of a laptop shows the eligibilityLink page.

MAN: Imagine if you could run a pharmacy trial claim and get realtime prescription coverage detail for your patients who are UnitedHealthcare benefit plan members. Now you can, with a new app on Link called PreCheck MyScript.

ON SCREEN TEXT: PreCheck MyScript

MAN: PreCheck MyScript provides current out-of-pocket prescription costs for UnitedHealthcare members at their selected pharmacy, has information on possible lower cost prescription alternatives to help members save money, lets you know when a proposed prescription requires prior authorization, and shows prescription alternatives that don't require prior authorization.

ON SCREEN TEXT: PROVIDES OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS

ON SCREEN TEXT: DISPLAYS LOWER COST ALTERNATIVES

ON SCREEN TEXT: SHOWS IF A PRIOR AUTHORIZATION IS REQUIRED

ON SCREEN TEXT: AND SHOWS ALTERNATIVES THAT DON'T REQUIRE PRIOR AUTH

MAN: if available, saves time by reducing the need to fax or call for prescription coverage information and prior authorization, may help reduce surprise out-of-pocket costs and delays for the member, and, by doing so, it can help increase satisfaction with your patients.

A drawing of a clock appears.

ON SCREEN TEXT: SAVES YOU TIME

A dollar amount steadily decreases from $185.

ON SCREEN TEXT: REDUCE SURPRISE COSTS

Blue stars appear.

ON SCREEN TEXT: INCREASE SATISFACTION
MAN: PreCheck MyScript is designed to integrate with your online workflow and its functionality can be included in some electronic medical record or EMR tools. Start using PreCheck MyScript today and see the benefits for yourself.

A man and woman look at a computer monitor, both smiling. A drawing of a star encircles the photo. Another profile view of the laptop shows the website.

ON SCREEN TEXT: Running PreCheck MyScript Coverage Check...

ON SCREEN TEXT: PreCheck MyScript

MAN: If you have questions about using PreCheck MyScript, please check out the resource at uhcprovider.com/PreCheckMyScript.

A search box appears.

ON SCREEN TEXT: UHCProvider.com/PreCheckMyScript